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As its name implies, this thesis 1ntroduees to
the reader the basic oonceptions and prinoiples of the
use of influenoe line analysis of the structural theory'
relating to calculation of stresses in a steel cantilever
bridge truss.
It is the common practice in all text books deal-
ing with structural theory to confine their discussions
on stress analysis to the purely time honored analytioal
methods, with the mere mention or the possibilities of
graphic or semi-graphio methods of influenoe line analysis
of structures beyond simple trusses. During the study of
my oourse in advanced structures, the possibil"1ties of the
influence line method of stress analysis for the more com-
plicated structures, such as the oantilever types, became
apparent and since there was little or no information to
be had in this field it was decided to make an exhaustive
study of influence line analysis of stresses in a typical
eantilever truss bridge as my thesis work.
In practically all design offices the ourrent
practioe in designing advanced struotures is to use
analy"tical methods of stress analysis J but this has
al ays proven laborious, difficult, and conductive of
I
errors, resulting in the neoessity of extreme care
with all caloulations and frequent checking. The
reason that very little advanoe or ohange in methods
of design have occurred in past years 1s probably due
to the faot that designers of the old school are rather
hesitant to adopt new and Unproven methods and the
natural inertia against changing their accustomed
practioes. But in recent years it has been felt the
graphic or semi-graphic methods are faster and less
liable to error than the analytical methods. There~
fore, if, the above methods can be found to give results
within the required limits of accuracy, they have every-
thing in their favor.
The influenoe line method of stress analysis
simplifies many pro~lems of design, and especially re-
duees the space, and time required tor a complete
treatment of bridge trusses and ooncentrated load systems.
Therefore, an attempt has been made in this
thesis to prove the practicability of the influenoe 1ine
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A STUDY OF INFLUENCE LINE ANALYSIS OF THE STRESSES
IN A CANTILEVER STEEL HIGHWAY BRIDGE
This thesis oonsists of a detailed study,
together with the necessary oaloul~t1ons, of the
various stresses in a cantilever steel highway
bridge by the use of influence lines.
The follo ing data for the truss used in this
study 1s t~ioal for the present day trend in oanti-
lever highway bridge oonstruotion.
Data:
Inolined Chord Pratt-type Truss:
Anchor Arm:
10 panels at aSton =250'0"
,",
Height at hip =30'0"
" "
Height at peak =50'0"
Cantilever Arm:
5 panels at 25'0" : 125'Oft
Height at peak =50.0·
-
Height at end ot suspended span =30'0·,
Suspended Span:
8 panels at 25'0" =200'0"
Height at hip =30'0"
Height at peak. 37'6"
The loading used in the study 1s the standard
recommended practice of the ~ssour1 state Highway
Department and is as fo11ows: A uniform load of
510 pounds per foot of truss, 1th concentrated
loads of 15000 pounds for moment and 7500 pounds
for shear. The usual signs for indioating the type
or stress were used, that is, the plus means tension
and the minus means oompr"ess,ion. Only live lqad
strusses have been oaloulated. Three methods have
been used in determining these stresses: f~rst:," the
method of determining the ordinate of the influence
lines by purely graphical methods; seoond, the method
ot determining the ordinates by the semi-graphical
method, and third, the oheck method ot s1mp~"e moments.
The aim of this study is to compare the
methods from the standpoint of acouraoy of results,
amount of labor required, and the practicability of
using these methods in the actual designing of this
type or structure. Any point ofspeoial difficulty
in the caloulations of the stresses in any specifio
member will be diseussed. The final conclusion 111
be the wr1~erts reoommendation as to what method, or
_.
combination or methods, oan be best used for a canti-
lever bridge.
In the study or ~arge and complioated trusses,
curves called influence lines are dra n to sho the
variations of various functions suoh as shear, moment,
or defleotion at a given section; or the stress in a
given bar, due to the passage ot a single unit load
across the span. Suoh curves are important in the
study of the effect ot oonoentrated loads, and .&lso
in the development or oertain theorems or structural
a.ction. They were first used by Professor Winkler
or Berlin Germany in 1867.
An influenoe line may be defined a.S It curve
any ordinate o~ h1ch gives the value of the. function
-3..
(shear, moment, bar stress, ete) tor which the
curve is drawn when a load of un1 ty is at the or-
dinate. It 1s constructed by plotting directly
under the point where the unit load is placed, an
ordinate the height ot whioh represents to some
sea~e the va1ue o~ the particular function ~e1ng
studied when the load 1s in that position. Con~
trast carefully sh.ear and moment curves with in-
fluence lines tor shear and moment. A shear or
moment curve records graphically the value of the
function at all seotions of a beam under a fixed
. .
1oad1ng; an.1nrluenee line for shear or moment
reoords graphioally the value ot the funotion at.
a single section fora lotl,d at !.!! sections.
The following examptes illustrate the
oonstruction or a raw simple influenoe lines. It
the definition or an influenoe line given above and
the oonstructions bele are clearly understood, there
should be .110 difficulty in extending these m.ethods to












In Fig. 1 is sha n a s1,m.ple beam. and t,he
influenoe line for its lett reaction. Keeping
in mind that this influenoe line should show the
variation in the left reaction as a unit load
moves aoross the span, the student should reason
as follows. When the load is at B .the reaotion
at A is zero and the ordinate to the influence
line at B is zero. As the load moves trom B





when the unit load is at any point, 0, x feet to
the lett of B, it must be increasing at a uniform
rate and the influence line must be a straight line
as shown, the ordinate at A being 1, sinoe that ill
be the reaction at A when the load is at that point.
In drawing influence lines, positive values
of the function being oonsidered are generally plotted
above the reference line. Reactions wh.ich aot up·-
ard are considered as positive, and the signs tor
shear and moment are as previously defined.
In Fig. 2 is sho n a sim.ple struc.ture and the
influence line for the reaction at. D as a unit load
moves from.! to B.
When the unit load 1s at A the reaction at D
is 3/10, a.nd since it acts dO.nward the ordinate to
the influence line at must be -3/~O as aha n. As
the load moves to the right the react10A t D de-
creases numerically, evidently t a unlfo rate,
and when it is d1reet1y over the support at C. the
reaction ."t D 1s zero. s the ua1t load mo",es to
the right toard E the re etion at D incre ses t
-6-
a uniform rate until the load reaches B. When
the uni t load is at B the reactio'n at D is 1i
and the intluenoe11.ne m.ust be as sht?wn.I-- 0/_+ 2()~ +-Lo'_-1












In Fig. 3 is shown simple beam with the
influence 1ines for shear and for bending moment
a~ O. In studying the influence line tor shear
at 0, 's the unit load moves from B towards .At
pass a section at C and consider the part o~ th~
beaman the left of the seotion. A.s long as. the
unit load is between Band C the only foroe acting
on the part of the beam to tae lett is the rea~tlon
at At and evidently beteen Band C the 1n:r~u.en0
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line for shear at C must be the same as the in-
fluence line for reaction at A. After the load
passes C it is more convenient to consid~r the
part of the beam on the right of the section at
C since the only force acting on ~h1s part is
the reaction at B. 'The shear at C varies as the
reaction at B when the unit load is between C and
A, and this variation 1s as shown. Although the
reaction at B acts upward the shear at C 1s nega-
tive in acoordance with the definition previ~usly
g1ven,and is so shown in the figure.
In draw1ng the influenoe line for bending
moment at C the same method of attaok is used.
When the unit ~oad is between B and C the bending
moment at C is the left reaotion multiplied by the
distance from this reaotion to G. This is the pro-
duct of a reaction which is ohanging at.a uh1form
rate and a constant distanoe, and the bending moment,
therefore, is changing at a uniform rate. When the
unit 10 d is ·between and C the bending mqment t
C is the right reaotion multiplied by the diatanae
from B to 0, and obviously changes at a unifqrm
rate as sho .n in the figure.
-8-
In Fig. 4(a) 1s shown diagrammatically a
bridge girder loaded through a floor system. In a
drawing influenoe lines for such girders it is
usual to deal with a unit reaotion from the floor
system;- that is, the load applied to the floor
system 1s assumed to be or such magnitude and
so loacted that when it is over a floorbeam the
reaction of that floorbeam on the girder will be
one unit.
The influence line for bending moment at
panel point 3, shown in Fig. 4( c), needs no ex-
planation; the method of attaok is the same as
that used in drawing the influence line for bend-
ing moment ,in Fig. 3(0). The influenoe line tor
shear shown in Fig. 4(b), however, differs from
that sha n in. Fig. 3(b) in that the former 1s an
influenoe line tor shear at any section Within a
panel whereas the latter is an influenoe line for
shear at a specific section. Sinoe the load can
be applied to the girder in Fig. 4{a) only at the
panel points, the shear between panel points. must
be constant, and·an influenoe line for shea~ .at
at any seotion within a panel is an influence line
for shear at all section in that panel. In study-
ing the influenoe line for shear .in panel 2-3, which
is shown in Fig. 4(b), the same method may be used
as before except that it is only when the unit load
is between 3 and B or between 2 and A that the re-
aotion is the only force acting on the part of the















points just mentioned is of course sim1~ar to that
drawn for shear at C in Fig. 3, but when the unit
load is bet een points 2 and 3, an additional ~orce
aots on the part ot the beam under consideration.
For example, pass the section 1-1 shown in Fig.
4(a) and consider the part on the left of this
seotion. As long as the unit load is between
3 and B the reaction at A is the only foroe
acting on the part of the struoture under con-
sideration, and the construction of this portion
ot the influence 11ne for shear in.the panel is
very simple. As soon as the unit load passes
point 3 moving towards A there begins to be a
downard force at point 2 on the part of the beam
on the ~eft or the section.
This downard force at point 2 1noreases
un1forml:y as the un1 t loa.d moves from 3 to 2, and
at the same time the reaotion at A 1s increasing
at a uniform rate. Since the shear in panel 2-3
1s the reaction at A Ddnus the downward force, or
floorbeam reaction, at point 2, it 1s eV1d~nt that
it also 1s changing at a uniform rate and' the 1n~
f1uenoe line for shear in the panel may be oompleted
by conneoting the ordinates at points.2 and.3 by a
straight line as shown. lfthia statement does not
seem olear it 1s easy to write an eq~at1on for .this
-11-
portion of the influenoe line in terms of x, the
length of span L, and the panel length p.
It may seem that unneoessarily detailed
attention has been given to the oonstruotion of
these very simple inrluence lines. The writer
believes, however, that muoh of the oonfusion re-
garding influence lines often existing in the
studentfs mind is the result of attaapt1ng to
-
remember the shape of the simple forms first en-
oourtered in studying the subjeot instead ot care-
tully building them up, step by step, from the
fundamental definition.
ttentlon should be called to the units of
measure for the ordinates of influenoe lineso In
the influence line shown in Fig.l, the ordinate at
A is given as 1, which means that the reaotion at
A will be 1 ~b.per lb. of load at A. S1mdlarly at
a seotion E, 8 ft. to the left of B in Fig. 3 the
ordinate at A is gi en as 1, which means that the
reaotion at A will be 1 ~b. per lb. or load at A.
-12~
Similarly at a seotion E, 8 ft. to the left of B.
in Fig. 3, the ordinate to the influence line tor
shear at C is 4/10 lb. per lb.; i.e., for eaoh
pound of load plaoed at E there will be a shear
at C of 4/10 lb. The influenoe line for bending
moment at C has at E an ordinate of 2.4 ft.-lb.
per lb., or there will be a bending momen.t. at 0
of 2.4 ft.-lb ror each pound or load plaoed at E.
Evidently the unit load instead of being 1 lb. may
be 1 kip, 1 ton, 1 kilogram, or one unit of weight
in any system we w1sh to use, without affeoting in
any way the construotion of the influenoe line.
Since a.n influence line is 00 nstruoted to
show the et~ect of a unit load, it is olear t~at
we may determine from it the effect of a. loa~ ot
any magnitude in any position by multiplying ~he
ordinate at the load by the magn1 tude of the +oad.
Thus in Fig. 3 at point E the ordinate to the.in-
fluenoe line for shear at C is 4/10 lb., per lb. of
load at E, the ordinate to the influence line for
bending moment at C is 8.4 tt.-lb. per Ib"~ of load
at E. Consequently, it a load of 10,000 lb. ~s
plaoed at E, we have due to this load:
Shear at C =4/10 lb. per lb. x 10,000 lb =
4000 lb.
Be~1ng moment at C =2.4 ft.-lb per lb. x 10,000 lb
=24,0 0 rt. -lb •.
Also it should be clear that if we place a uniformly
distributed load of w lb. per ft. anywhere on the
. beam, the effect of this load on any function may be
found ~rom the influence line for that funotion.
Considering a. short length <ix,. the load on 1t is wdx,
and if the ordinate to the influenoe line at t~e point
where dx is taken is y, the erteot of this load is
-tdx and the total effect 1s
~ydx =w x area under influence line between limits
ot distributed load.
For example, 1~ a uniformly distributed load or 4000
lb. per ft. is plaoed on the beam in F1g~, 3 extinding
from E to C, we have:
Shear at C • {7/10 lb.per lb ~4/10 lb.per lb.)i
x 6 ft. x 4000 lb. per ft•• 13,200 lb.
Beming mom.ent at C :: (4.2 tt.-lb.perlb. I- 2.4 t't.-
lb. per lb)i x 6 ft. x 4000 Ib.p~r ft. :'79,200 tt.lb~
..14-
The oant11ever type of bridge trusses have
long been used where long spans were necessary and
especially where the use of falseworkdurlng erection
would be exceedingly costly or even virtually Imposs~
ible. The present trend in bridge construct+on has
been away trom the types formerly used; the sub-di-
vided K-type trusses and the designer today is lean-
ing more and more to the use of the curved, or in-
olined cord, Pratt type trusses, and the flat aord
Warren type. In any oantilever truss where the
erection of the cantilever arm and suspended span is
done with a traveler, the oaloulation of ereot+on
stresses is a large part of the entire stress an-
alysis. For the Pratt and Warren type trusses the
influence lines for any member can be easily and
quickly drawn. Then, When the weight of the t;raveler,
and also any load that might be applied 1nc1deJ;1tal to
erection, is known, the ereotion stresses can be quiok-
ly calcu1ated. In case stresses in the anchor arm
beoome too large durin.g erection, a false bent may
be placed and the truss cantilevered on out. Many
highway bridges or any considerable length, are
calculated for an equivalent loading consist~ng on a
uniform live load and a special rov1ng concentrated
load. This type of loading is especially adapted to
the use or influenoe lines, due to the tact that the
stress in any member 1s found by multiplying the area
under the influenoe line tor this member by the uni-
form load in pounds per linear foot of truss. The
oaloulations become slightly longer for a large
member of conoentrated loads but these are also very
simple onoe the position for maximum stress has been
determined, and this position of loads must be deter-
mined no matter what method is used.
Influenee lines are not widely used at present
in the oa1culat1on of stresses in small bridges, due
largely to the mistaken idea as to their complexity.
Once the fundamental idea as to the meaning or in-
fluence lines is olearly grasped by anyone who oan
calculate moment or shear· in a beam or member can build
any influenoe line step by step by c loul tlng the
controlling ordinates. Also many men, serving in
executive oapaoities in design oft1oes, are not in
sympathy Ith any method ot graphics for caleu~atln€
stresses. This is due to their 0 n unfamiliarity
~l -
with the study of graphic calculations. Any stress
within toper cent or the actual stress is suffi-
oient for design, purposes due to the faotor of
safety used in all steel design. Any draftsman
can easily come within these limits.
Two general statements may be made concerning
the purely graphical method before going into detail
of the actual oonstruotion of the various influenoe
lines by this method First, the 1nfluenc~ lines by
this method are larger and oocuPY oonsiderable spaoe
on the sheet, thus ne'cess1tating the drawing of' the
stress itself several times as they cannot conveniently
be kept on one sheet. Second, sinoe they are larger,
any error in drafting will likely be multiplied
several times.
A cantilever truss is a structure made deter-
minate by the introduction of a hinge. The effect of·
the hinge is to reduce the bending moment at that point
to zero. In trusses the chord members oonnecting this
point are made 1th a sliding joint and consequently
can carry no stress. The supports divide the ~russ















































Be is the cantilever arm and CD is the suspended
span~ The suspended span is calculated merely as
a simple truss. Any ~oad to the right of D has no
effect on any member to the left of D. The in-
fluenoe line tor the reaction at A is the line At,
R, Bt t et t Dt, drawn tor a un1~ load. It is easily
seen that as a load moves to the lett from D the
reaction at A w1°11 be negative until. the load reaches
B, becoming a maximum when the load is at C. As the
load moves rrom B to A, the anchor arm aots as a
simple span. Therefore, any load to the right of B
08.uses tension in the top ohord of the anchor arm
and eomproess1on in the lower chord and vice versa
tor loads to the left of B. The influenoe lines tor
any member of the anchor arm 0 n be divided from this
influence. line for the reaotion at A. Let us oonsider
the influence line tor the top chord u4U5• Extend the
chord U4U5 until it intersects' the line of RA produced
at a point O. Draw a line from 0 to L4. Then tro. h t
directly below L4 , draw a line para11el to the chord
. .'
U3U4 until it is intersected by a line from m drawn
parall.el to the line O-L4 • nen nh becomes the con-
trol11n£ ordinate for the influence line and 1s plot"ted
directly below the point m, and the line showing
the effect of a moving unit load on U4U5 is drawn.
Then since the stress in the lower chord varies
as that in the top chord, a line parallel to L3L4
dra n from n to hm is the ordinate for the 1nflu-
enoe line for the lower ohord L3L4. When these
ordinates are found a line drawn from these points
thru the reaction line B 'outs the line under the
end or suspended span at C and gives the neoessary
point to complete the lines. By scaling the ordinate
a t any po,int the effect or any load B.t any point on
these members may be determined. If the top chord
has a constant slope, as in the structure used in
this thesis, the point 0 will be constant for all
members of both upper and 10 er ohords. However, in
case of a curved upper chord, the procedure 1s e:x:aetly
the same. Eaoh upper cb.ord is extended to loeate the
point 0 and the same lines drawn as in the example
given here. The influence lines tor all members of the
llpper and 10wsr ohords are shown. on Sheet I. The)" have
been dr. I'n 011 a common b 'se line so they 0 n be placed
an one sheet and ea 11y seen. It ,ill be noted that a
spee1 1 oonstruction w s necessary to draw the 1ntlu-
ence line for the lower chord LgL10 ; due to the
fact that no ordinate could be obtained from the
influence line for the reaction at A. By inspec-
tion ot the truss at this point is is clearly
seen that this member cannot receive any tension
from live load since the load is transfered by
the floor system to the truss only at a panel points,
panel concentration at L9 is entirely taken by the
diagonal U10Lg and the post UgLg Considering the
anchor arm as a simple spa.n the line for reaction
at B 1s drawn, marked .Aftt , B"' ,M. Then, using the
above method the ordinate 11-12 1s found and plotted
below the point Lg. A line drawn from. that point
thru Btt gives the iD.rluenee line for the oompression
in the member. The portion of this line to the left
or Bn 1s shown as a broken line and it 1s not used.
,- ..
From an inspection of these lines it 1s olearly
evident why accurate drafting 1s very essential. For
example, any sma~l variations in the ordinate 9 f t' tor
the lower ohord LaLg is mul t1plied se.veral times when
1t reaches t'he line UIlder the point Oft.
-21-
As the diagonals and posts oannot be handled in
the usual manner in the anchor arm let us consider
Sheet VII, the stresses in the suspended span. This
span 1s handled exaotly as any ordinary simple span.
AtBtD is the influence line for the reaction at A.
By extending the top chord to the point 0 and drawing
the line 0 ·"L3 the ordinatea for the top chord U2U3
and L~4' namely, 02g2 and 02r 2 may be found and the
lines drawn tor these members. Then by dra ing from
02 parallel to the diagonal Ul L2, the ordinate 02ka
is found. This is one of the controlling ord1n tea
for the influenoe line for U2L3. As a load at L3
produoes positive shear in the diagonal and a load
at L2 produces negative shear in the diagonal it 1s
evident that at some point in the panel the shear
must PiSS thru zero. Knowing one ordinate if this
point of zero shear can be found the influenoe line
ror the member oan be constructed. One method is by
dra ing the influence line for the reactions at B,
just as was done for the reaction at • The same
method of obtaining the ordinate 1s used for obtaining
the ordinate 0aK2. This when plotted bela the panel
point L2 fixes the tin 1 ordinate for the dra ing ot
the 11 e tor the d1 gonal.. Ho ever, n 8 sier method
-22-
is the one followed on this sheet. Draw a line
rrom point 0 to B. Where this line cuts the
diagonal is the point ot maximum shear in the
panel. When this point is projected downward
and a line drawn from the ordinate 02k2 thru
this point until it interseots the line below
L2 then al~ the controlling points for the di-
agonal have been found. The method for drawing
the influence lines for the posts 1s the same.
Draw a vertical line from 02 to the point m2 and
one ordinate tor the post U2L2 is found. As this
post gets its maximum compression when L2L3 gets
its maximum tension the same point or negative
shear holds and sO the l1ne is drawn. It w1l1
be noted that on this sheet the ordinates tor
the diagonals are found from. the reaction that
1s "behind" the diagonal, that is, from the re-
action nearest to the upper end of the member.
Now to return t,o the stresses in the anchor arm,
Sheet II. The ordinate for the diagonals and
posts could not be satisfactorily drawn from the
influence line/tor the reaction at A, so oons1i~.
ering the D hQr arm as a simple span these points
were found from the reaotion at B, whioh 1s marked
PEF. It will be noted on this sheet that unity is
taken as four inohes, whereas on other sheets it
was taken as two inohes. This was neoessary due to
to the diffioulty of separating the various lines.
It eaoh line is drawn on a separate base line it
would require a great deal of space. The same
applies to ~e influenoe line for the posts m Sheet
II A. Sheets II and IIA clearly show the difficulty
of the graphical method for caloulating the stresses
in diagonals and vertioals. When ealeulating the
stress in ohord members, where the~e is no point ot
zero stress, the area under the influenoe line times
the uniform load gives the stress 1n the member.
However, sinoe the truss receives its lOEt.d f'rom the
floor system only at panel points, the ordinate' of
the influenoe line at each panel point must be
known tor posts and diagonus. Also where the in-
fluence line crosses the base line the distance
from the panel p01'nt in question is maltlpl1eEl by
the uniform load it it 18 -equal to, but does not
exceed. halt panel lsagth. If' less than half a
paaal length, the aotual scaled distanoe is used.
On an influenoe line for any member in a simple
span the oonc~ntrated load is plaoed where the
ordinates is greatest to obtain the maximum stress.
This does not hold true for the tension in diagonals
in the anchor arm of a eantilever •. The ooncentrated
load 1s plaoed on the end of the oantilever arm
until the distanoe to the lower end of the diagonal
from B is equal to or less than the length of the
cantilever arm. This tact is proved by moments.
For example in oaloulating the tension stress
in U5L4 Sheet 2, full panel loads ould be applied
due 'to uniform load, trom LO .. out to panel L4' sinoe
the point of zero stress 1s 14.76' from L4' this
being above 12.5 or a full half panel length. A
uniform load would also be applied from Bt to D'.
Now by inspecting the ordinates of the line for this
member, that on the right of B' 1s 0.44 while the
maximum on the left of Bt is 0.63. It would seam
that the oonoentrated load would be plaoed on the
left at the 0 0 63 ordinate but sinoe th1s point 1s
farther from Bt than the end of the oantilever arm
is from B' the ooncentrated load must be plaoed
-25..
at the 0.44 ordinate under the end of the cant1-
lever arm. The reason is this: For every diag-
onal and post a uniform load is plaoed on the span
from B to D to produce tension in the member.
This 10ad oauses a negative reaction at A, that
Is acting downward. For the first four diagonals
not enough load can be placed on the anohor arm
to seriously oounteraat the loads placed between
Band D. In oalculating the stress in diagonal
U5L4 a section, would be passed thru the panel .
outting members U4U5' L4L5 and U5L4 itself. To
find the stress in U5L4 the position of the struc-
ture to the 1eft is considered a free body with· on1r
one foroe, the reaat10n at A. Then by taking moments
at the point ot intersection of U4U5 and L4L5 ( a
point somewherfi out s1de the truss) the stress in
diagonal UsL4 18 found. !'he greater the reaotlon
at A 1s, the greater 1s the stress in thed1agonal•
.In other words, the reaction at .A must be a max-
imum tor a maximum stress to be produce4 in the
diagonal and 80 long as the position ot the load
1s farther to the 1eft of B tha,1l the end of ;he
the oantilever arm is from B, a maximum reaotion
at A will not be produc~d. The method of placing
the influenoe lines for all the diagonals or all
the posts on a common base line is d1ff1eult and
unsatisfactory. The influence line tor eaoh
member oould be drawn on a separate base line but
t~is would require a large amount of space and
would involva drawing the' truss 1t selt several
t.imes.
In drawing the influence :.line tor the post
U1Ll the influence line for the reactions at A
must be used. On sheet IIA this is marked PGE.
Then from a point on the influence line PGE
directly below the post L1U1 a line 1s drawn
parallel to the top chord. When this line 1s
1nterseoted by a.line drawn from· a point on PE
parallel to the ~1ne 0 L1 the ordinate tor this
post would be fixed and the influenoe line for





The semi~graph1c method of caloulating the
stresses in the an.chor 1s much simpler than the
graphic method, onoe the run4amental idea of the
method 1s clearly understood. The influence lines
for this method may well be oalled "reduced" in-
fluence lines sinoe a coefficient is used to de~
termine the true stress in a member. The influence
line for any member oan easily be derived trom the
1n~~uenoe line for the reaction at A (Fig. 6),
considering the part between A md B is 'identioal
with the influence line for that member if the
anchor arm is assumed a simple span. The part
of the influence line be~een B and D is tor all
members or the anahor arm, a triangle with the
height 1 2/11 below 0, that is identioal w1th
the influenoe line for the reaotion at A. The
influence coefficient for any matlber 1s equal to
the stress produced in that member by an upward
force unity applied at A, the truss being assumed
:f1:xe.d at B. In Fig. 6 AtKBtctDt,!t is the 1n-
fluence line for the reaotion at A, wh~re AtK
..,is unity. By drawing a line from At to the inter-
section'of a vertioal rrom its oenter of moments
and the line B'K the influence line 1s drawn for
the bottom ohord L4L5 • By passing a section thru
panel 4-5 with a load unity acting upward at A, &d
taking moments about U5J the stress in L4L5 is equal
to a/h which 1s the influence coefficient for this
member. This 1s also the influence line for the
top chord U5U6 ' the influence cilefficient for h:lc h
is air. The construction ot the influence line for
the diagonal L4U5 oan be olearly seen in the figure.
It oould be drawn by finding its oenter of moments
I or by its influenoe ordinate h2/hl It the top
ohord should not be of constant slope the ordinate
would ohange each time the s~ope of the chord changed.
However, this would cause no difficulty. The influence
line for the post U4L4 is also shown in the Figure.
The influenoe ooefficients can be easily and
quiokly found by the use of a Maxwell diagram, starting
resolution of foroes at A and ending at B.
Sheet, III shows the influence lines for all members
or the anchor arm. The small number of ~1nes and the
s:mall amount 01' space required affords a st,riklng con-
~rast with the same lines by the gr ph10 methoa.This
type of eonetruet1on is particularly adapted to this
type of truss or any truss having a straight or fairly
..3 -
straight top chord. The same influenoe line
serves tor two members, eaeh having a d1rrer-
ent influence coef~io1ent, however. These OO~
ef~1cients were found by a Maxwell diagram,
shown m on the sheet. Some of the coefflelents
obtained in this way were checked by the other
method and ere entirely satisfactory. The same-
method of loading for maximum stresses in the
posts and diagonals was used as was disoussed
under the graphic method preoeeding this. The
distances of the points of zero stress from the
panel points were calculated by similar triangles
after the ordinates were drawn as a check on











































The stresses in all members of the cant1~
lever arm are independent of the reactions and
are influenced only by loads on the suspended
span and on the cantilever arm itself.
In Fig. 7 the 1nfluenoe lines are shown
for various members of the cantilever arm. The
reaction at B is the line B'B"D' and from this
all the ordinates may be deriTed. As a unit
load moves from D to B the reaotion at B increases
unt11 1 t becomes un1 ty at, C and 1 B the sa:me across
the oantilever arm. All top chord members w1ll be
in tension and all bottom chord .embers in compression
In oonstruoting the influence line for top chord U11U12
a line 1s drawn from 8, a point under the oenter ot
moments for this member', parallel to the top ohord.
Then from point n a line 1s drawn parallel to the
diagonal UllL12 until it intersects the lin.e from
point 8. Th1·s gives the point d. Then d e is the
oontrolling ordinate for the influence line tor
th1 S Ilembe,r. Any load to the 1 eft of L+a Will
have no ettect on the .saber U11L1&o For the
botto ohord Ll1L11 tkedlstaace ge Is the or-
dinate. ,8 1& ,he point where t)le line i It cuts
the base of the reaction line. In drawing the
lines for these members since a load to the left
of a certain point has no effect on the member
the reaotion B is really being moved to the right
for each sucoessive member and then that panel
becomes the end panel in the truss, etc. To
draw the influence line for the bottom chord
L11L12, the usual procedure would be to draw a
line horizontally trom d until 1t intersect'ed
the line me instead of using the ordinate gee
However, when a load 1s applied at L1S, the bottom
chord carries the same compression with the top
ohord s10ped that it
ohords are parallel.
ouid it the top and bottom
The same is true of the
posts and diagonals. The ordiante gs is equal
to unity and is notcorrect if used as this. It
must be plotted baek one panel to the left and
here it intercepts the ordinate for the next
post fixes the true ordinate for that post. . ere
a line dr n rrom a point & unit distanoe below
the base ~1ne to D, intersects gs gives the true
length of the ordinate tor the di gonal U1OL10.
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The diagonal U15L14 carries only compression
stress and when a line drawn from 0 parallel to
the top chord intersects a line drawn from p
parallel to Ul 5L14' the ordinate is fixed. The
post U14L14 does not carry any live load stress.
The complete influence lines in the cantilever
arm are on Sheets IV and V.
The graphic method is ~airly satisfactory
ror short cantilever arms. The question of space
required comes up again, due to the large ordinates
to the influenoe lines. The lines are all much
more simple than those for the anohor rm due to
the faot that there oan be no reversal of stress
in the members.
Fig. 8 shows the influence ~1nes for members
of the cantilever arm by the sem1-gr~phicalmethod.
The truss 1s assumed fixed at B and a load unity
placed at H. This method of dra 1ng the influenoe
lines 1s simple, rapid and acourate. Sheet VI
sho s these ~ines, '1th the eal .lations for stress s




























































Sheets VII and VIII show the influenoe lines for
the simple span. Sheet VIr has previously been
discussed. Sheet VIII, the semi graphio solution,
again olearly il~ustrates the superiority of
this method over the purely graphioal method. The
lines more condensed and can be drawn in much less
time. The ealuulations of stresses in various
members is easier and more simple than the graphic
method. In drawing the influence line for the
post U4L4 by the graphic method it is necessary
to assume that this post is not the center or the
truss and that the diagonal sho n 1th a broken
line 1s in place. Then proceed exactly as for
the other posts.
In Conolusion:
The results or this s.tudy show conclusively
that the semi-graphical method of caloulating
stresses in a cantilever truss to be faster and
more reliable than purely grJlph1cal method and is
~aster and equally as reliable as the analytical
method ot moments.
The graphical method requires an excessive
amount of drawing space, this amount increasing as
the span length increases. There 1s also a large
ohance tor serious 1naecuraeies when calculating
the stresses in the anchor arm due to loads in the
oanti1ever arm and the suspended span. The influenoe
lines for the posts and diagonals are extremely
d1f1cul~ to draw accurately, and can hardly be
placed on a common Base line, due to the faot that
the ordinates of the lines under eaoh panel p:ln
mnst be known. The change in these ordinates for
different ,embers is so sm&ll th t aocurate scaling
of their lengths is a~ost impossible. The influenoe
line tor 11 members can not be dra n fro the same
reaction influence 11B. Th1 method 1s better ter
the stresses in the' cantilever arm than it is tor
the anchor arm, as these members do not have a re~
versal of stress. This method 1s more applioable
to the posts an.d diagonals in the cantilever arm
tor the same reason. For simple spans, such as
the suspended span in this case, the graphical
method 1s better suited particularly to the top
and bottom chords. The diagonals and posts carry
the same diffioulties as stated above.
The semi gr_ph1c method 1s an ideal method
tor a cantilever bridge for several Eeasons. It
is especially well adapted to the oalculation of
the stresses in the anchor arm where the members
have a reversal ot stress, since the portion of
the 1Drluence line for any member of the anchor
arm 1s under the oantilever arm and suspended
span 1s a triangle of .. constant height, the varia..
tion in stresses being taken oare of by the OO~
efficient. This method is fast and aocurate. I~
requires only a small amount at dra ing space.
Onee the principle 1s understood it 1s • simple
matter of draWing straight lines, yet ror &11 its
simplicity it Shows very plainly the posit1G. or
the loads for a maximum stress and enables this
stress to be easily and quickly calculated. There
are no critical points to project down from the
truss and every ordinate on every line can be easily
checked. The calculations by this method can be
made with all the accuracy desired as the slope of
every line is known. This method is rapid, even
when ooeff1c1ents are calculated and even more
rapid when the Maxwell diagra.m is u.sed. This dia-
gram oan be drawn with suffio1ent acouracy for all
design stresses. The stresses in top and bottom
ohord members are espeoially easy to find by this
method. Anyone who can seleot the center of moments
for these members can draw the influenoe lines.
stresses in diagonals and posts are also easily
found. It would be diffioult to imagine or to find
a taster more accurate method tor oheoking stresses
in any framed structure than this. It 1s excellent
for rating eXisting struotures for different loadings,
since the same line may be used for any load. Simple
-40-
spans are rapidly and aocurately worked by this
method.
The graphical method can be used sucoess-
fully for the stresses in the members of the
oantilever arm of a oantilever truss. It is
also fairly well suited to simple spans. The
chief difficulty in any span is the question of
stresses in posts and diagonals. The sem.i-
graphical method is good for any type of span.
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L I1B ;:::: /50 x /2..0 ~ /125x a.s/;</tJ() 7- /25%1/.5/x ~2.S';"25tJA?,q
RA=-4~94
STRESSES IN ANCHOR ARM
Top Chord Members-~~-~Tenslon
U1U2'
r' = (312.5,.f. 25) 0.0886 =ag.90
S ~ 25 x 28.94 - 40.91
. - 29.90 ..
. '
r =(312.5 ,. 50)0.0886 =32.12
S ~ 50 x 48.94 ~ 76.23
.. 32.10 ~
r =(312.5 ~ 75)0.0886 =34.33
~.
S .. '15 x 46.94 .. 106.92
" - S4.5S, ..
-42-
r _ (312.5 ~ 100)0.0886 - 3 .55
-
'-.
S ~ 100 x 48.94 - 135.90
- 3&.55 -
U5116
r : (312.5 ~ 125)0.0886 =38.7'
J' .-
S = 125 x '48.94 ~ 157.83
. 38.76 -
r =(312.5 f 150)0.0886 =40.98
S : 159 .X 4:8.9i : 179.14
40.08
r - (318.5 f 1'5)0.0886 =43.19
..
,..
S :.195 X 48.g4 - ~98.50
_, is.10 -
r : (312.5 ~ 200)0.0886 =45.41
.- ..
S - 200 % 48.94 - 215.55
..... 46.41' -
r =(512.5 ~ 225)0.0886 : 4'.62
-43-
Bottom.Chord K~bers--~--Compress1on
Increase in length of posts per panel =2.22'
s ~ 25 x 48.94 - 40.78
- SO -
S : 50 x 48.94 : 75.95
32.22
S =75 % 48.94 • 106.58
Si.U
s : 100'''% 48.94 = 153.5036.66
s • 1'15 x 48•.94 : 197.'10is.S!
s - 225 x p48.g, - 230.5~ '7.76 -
-44- .
Top Chord Members -------Compression
Lg L4 Ls L~ L7
/tJ @ R5!O~/=.e5()~O// .
Cona.load
at
RA : 15937.5 i585.O x 800 =75.75
RA = 15937.5 ~ 15.0 x 175 : 74.25So





~ • 15937.5 5585.0 x 125 :
H, = 15937.5 i 15.0 x 100 =
A 50
RA : 15937.5 r 15.0 x 75 =a8.25ISo
BA =15 57.5 f 15.0 x 50 : 66.75
200
B,A ~ 15937.5 i 15.0 x 25 - 65.25
At' 50 -
-4i-
Top Chord Kembers~-~-~o.press1oa (Cont.)
tJtJ1 2
r : 29.90
S : 25 x 77.25 ~ 25 x 0.51 x 12.5 - 59.2629.00 ~
r =52.12
S =50 x 75.75 - 50 x 0.51 % 25 - 98.07
32.12 -
r • 54.33
s : '5 x '4.25 - '5 x 0.51 % S'.5 =180.43Si.SS
r =31.55
S =1: 0 x '12075 -" -100 x 0.51 x 50 I: 129.2'1
. SI.55
r =~.'16
S =125 x 71.25 - 12~ % 0.51 x 62.5 • 126.98
.,. se.76
r • 40.98





S =1'5 x 68.25 - 175 x 0.51 x 87.5 - 95.'243.19 -
s =200 x 66.'15 .. 200 x 0051 x 100 =69.3741.41
U9U10
r =4'1.62
S =225 x 65.25 - 225 x 0.51 x 112.5 =37.21
4'1.11
Botto Chord Ke.bers-----~e.slea
S : 75.75 x 50 - 50 % 0.51 % 25 - 97.'632.22 -




S • 69.75 x 150 - 1BO x 9.51 x 75 =114.9641.16
L6L7
S =68.,25 x 1'15 - 175 x 0.51 x 87.5 .. 95.4443.32 -
L,La
S =66.75 x 200 ~ 200 x 0.51 x 100 =69.1745.54
LaLg
~ =65.25 X .225 - 225 x 0.51 x 112.5 =37.1047.76 . ,
LgL10
S ~ 65.25 x 250 ~ 250 x 0.51 x 125 - 15.0 x 25 - 0.00

















32.22 = 1.2888 52011' 0.7900 337.5 266.62
34.44 : 1.3776 54001' 0.8092 3620 5 293.35
36.66 = 1.4664 55°421 0.8261 387.5 320.11
38.88 = 1.SQ52 57°16' 0.8412 412.5 346.99
41~lO :: 1.6440. 58°41' 0.8543 437.5 373.'16
43.32 = 1.7528 60°01'. 0.8G62 462.5 400.62
45.54 c 1.8216 61°14' .0.8766 487.5 42'.34
4'_76 = 1.9104 62°22'0.6159 512.5 454.02
















s : 313.5x51.90 : 60.83266.12 .
L2U3
Ii..&. :: '1.5xl'15f12.'5~i~50f'5flOOtla5t150t1'5): 40.95
s = 40.95%318.5 - 43.62203.!! ..
L3U'4
R: la.75~25t50t75'tgOtla5rlijO)rl50X7.5: 11.27
S =312.5x31.27 - 3~.5aSaO.11 -
L4tJ5
RA : 12.75~2?r50e75tligArlJ5{11.5flO.24)O.51 :








s • 512.• 5%8.82 • 6.87
400.62
L7Ua










RA : 58.5xl25t125xO.5lx62.5-(12.SOt4.eO}O.51x225 : 3'.33250 _. _























t1a~tlOI~ ~'.5x'5 = -14.31
















RA : 58.5x125!125xO.51x62.5 - 45.422!o ."
s : 312.5x45.42 : 42.0fi337.5
L~2
RA : 5S.5xl25t125xO.51x62.5-225,12Dr4.60)O.51 =37.57
. 250
L3U3







































RA =12.75(25f50t'5tlOOr125t15!f175t200)r7.s.e200 • 51.90
. 250




S =312.• 5:1:40. 95 • 33. 02387.5
L4U4
RA • 12.75(25r50r'5tlaOCla5t150)f150X7.~ =31.27
- ISd
s • 312.5x31.27 =2~.69411.S .
L 5U'5
HI =12.'5(. 25t50r'15tllOO1f 125b... 12.•c 5xlO.,241.. O.51r7.5xl2.5 :..., ItS l
15.92
S .312.5%22.29 : 15.92
4S1.!
L6U6

















/'Ir/77::: 25.(Jx 0. 7"es:= /~R//
COMPRESSI'ON
RA =250xl25xO.51e15.0x225 =77.25156
s • 77.25x25~25xO.51x12.50 =92.23
19.21
TENSION
RA : lS.0xl25t51.0xl25r125XO.5lx62.5 =48.9656
s =25x48.94 • 63.6910.al
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STRESSES IN CANTILEVER ARM:
Q
~
-..&.-_-----I__-+-_~_ ___.:.....:.1_.._ __=..1._-~w...:'50~J£' f----L.----..;;.~
J./}R 5,0 1ft L/~ L~ /87,5~ /'
LENGTH OF DIAGONALS
ember Divided = 'f'ang.
by ·25
Angle Cosine Length
Mem.ber Angle Sine Diagonal Arm
U10Lll 540 21 t 0.8126 55.90 45.42
U11L12 52°24' 0.7923 52.37 41.49
U1.2~3 50°09' 0.'6"7 46.8'1 3'1. ~2,
-rr13L14 47°35' Gt'1383 45.49 33.58
. ~()!. 00: ,?d~i)O ",,~ oj)/' '?tJ~(Jo/5~(J-4tJ/
GglI!.~~ G'/~ zq 5~!/4~ ,g3~8iF78~;;' gO~46/~G~34J'
tJ ~ .551 8()~55' 8tJ~5~ 8~~5S8 d !J~/ :Z8:~ ~t:J~46J·_ .5 gt?.2tJ!-2~ - 4?~--3515a~09/5Z!!.£4~64'!..2/~
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Top Chord--~~Tens10.
Conoentration at end. of oantilever arm =








s =66.0X7~i75XO.51X75/2 - 152.002 -




:Member Divide 'rang. Angle Sine d Arm
bY' 25
U1OL11 50 - 2.000 63
0 26 t 0.8944 287.5 257.14
-
U11L12 46 : 1.840 61°29 1 0.8787 262.5 230.66
Ul~13 42 - 1.680 590 14t 0.8593 25'1.5 204.08












S • 7.5x25'1.5f57.56xl87.5,l12.'15{212.5t23'1.51 :: 69.61
162.5. _
"Diagonal See F1. gure __
Tan • 30 • 25 =1.200
Sine 50°12' _ 07652
-212.5%.7 83 1 3.26
S ='1.5xlS'.i!5'.57:zl.8V.5 ='4.5011& .15
..65-





i x+7S: 9?:D.::X: 8LJ
x::. 900
gOO-£.5:: 27&'




UL 30.0 1e200 504)12' 0.'7683 39.051 2
U2L5 32.5 1.300 520 26 t 0.'926 41.00
tJSL4 55.0 1.'400 54°2&' 0.8138 45.00
'fop Chord-.-----Arms
Member Angle Sine Diagonal Arm
U1U2 55
8 31' 0.8040 59.05 31,.4
U2U3 55°48' 0.82'11
41.00 33.91
U3U4 5'1°51 0.841'1 43.00 36.41
18000. -[< 90°50(18) I- 4OJ.i]
180 Ot - [( 90°51( 26) I- S401-ij




Top Chord ---~-~ Compression
U1U2
~ • 200xO.5lx1QOt150xlS.O - 62.25206 -
s • 50x62.25-50xO.51x25 =7S.82
31.40
U2U3
BA :200xO.51xlOO;125xl5.0 : 60.5752,00
U3U4
R = 200xO.51xlOOrlOOxl5.0 =58.5
100
S = lOO%58.~lOOxO.51x50 = 90.63
36.41
Bottom Chord -~--- Ten~1on
LoL2.
R = 1500X1!5tlOOxO.51x200 : 64.12
. 2150 .









RA : 125xl5.0elOOxO.51x200 =60.375800
S =60.37x75-75xO.51x37$5 - 88.3835.0 -
END POSTS See Figure
------
Tan. - 50/25 • 1.2000 • 500 12t
- ~/25 =sin 500 12 t
r =0.'683x25 =19.21
R.&. =175x15.0e1'15xO.51xlOO =57.'15100
S =26x57.75 - -75.1619.21 -
D,IAGO·NAI. ARMS See Figure
Member DiVided Tang. Angle Sine d
by 25
U1L2 30
.. 1.200 500 12t 0.'1683 525 249.'1'
-
U2L 3 32.5 - 1.300 52°26' 0.7925 550 277.41'-




S = 2?5x39.09 =43.05
24.97
U~3
R.a. ~ 125:X7.5r12.75&2Se50t75t100r125t = 28.5920
S = 275x28.5g - 28.54277.41 ...
U3L4
R.a. = 7.S:xl.OOrO.Sl{la.50tlO.illlOOt12.7S(25,l50e75L= 19.21
. 200. .




R~ =7.5xl'SrO.Sl(12.5tS.16)l!2 = 14.44








RA • 705X125e12.75{175f150e125} =33.37200




RA = 7.5x125t12.75l125tlOOt'15t50f2PL =28.59200
S =275x28.5g ~ 24.19325 -
U3L 3
RA =7.5X100~12.'15(25r50i6g)rO.51(12.50r10.66).!Q9. =19.22
S e 275x19.22 • 15.10
350
U4L4
R.l II 7.5X75e12.75'25e~btO.51(12.50r6.92).!2Q. =11.51










R. =lOOX7.5xl2e?5hlOO:xl25e150r175l :: 88.81
A 20
s = 2'15X38.S1-12.75&300r525r350t375),-375X7.5 • 24.93
''15 .
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CALCULATIONS FOR DRAWING NO. 1
stresses in Top and Bottom Chords of Anchor Arm
Graphio Method
Top Chords
LOU1 --- A',_,B',lO,D'1.18 x 15.0 = 17.70
1e18/2 x Oe51 x 250 :'75.22
-92.92
0.65 x 15.0 = g.75
0.65/2 x 0.51 x 325 =53.87
"6$.62
U1U2 --- At,bt,l,Dt
15.0 X 0.75 = 11.25
0.75/2 x 0.51 x 250 =47.81
..50.06
15.0 x 0.41 = 6.15
0.41/2 x 0.51 x 325 =33.98
t 40•13 ,
UU --- A',d',2,Dt2 5 1.24 x 1500 • 18.60
1.24:/2 :x ().5l x 250 ='19.'0'5
-" -"".150.'& x 15.0 = 11.40
0.76/2 x 0.51 x 325 =&2.98{-'I4.SS
1.09 x 15.0 • 16.35
1.09/2 x 0.51 x 325 : 90.53
f161.18
-.72-
U4U5--..At ,hI ,4,"D'15~O x_i.54 • 24.60
1.64/2 x 0.51 x 250 • 104.55
--129.15
15.0 x 1.36 = 20.40
1.36/2 x 0.51 x 325 : 112.71
,,133.11
15eO x 1.61 = 24.15
1.61/2 x 0.51 x 325 =133.43
-,,15*7.58
15,.0 x le84 ::












15.0 x 2.20 • 35.00





15.0 x O.74~= 11.10
0.74/2 x 0.51 x 250 =47.17
. "5s. 2'1
15.0 x 0.41 • 6.15
0.41/8 x 0.51 x 325 =33.98
-40.13
L1L2---A",2 t ,2,D"
~ 15.0 x 1.14 = 81 0 60
1.24/2 x 0.51 x 250 • '9.&5f97.65
0.76 x 15.0 • 11.40
0.76/2 x 0.51 x 325 - 62.98
--'i.SS
L3L4--~A·,4',4,D·
- 15~O x 1063_= 24.45
1.65/2 x 0.51 x 2QO = 103.91-
. f!28.Si
15.0 x 1036 • 10.40




. . 15.0 x_l.4'-_ 28.05 22.05
1.4'1/2 % 0.51 x· 250. 93.'11-·····
"l15.'6
15.& x 1.S' = 27.601.84/a x 0.5·1 x 325. 152.49
-180.09
-74-
15 :x: 2.33 =
233/2 X 325 x 0.51
L6L'l---A.",7 t ,7,D"
15.0 x 1.25 • 18.45
1.23/2 x 0.51 :r: 250 ='8.41
t§6.S6
15.0 x 2.04 . 30.60
2.04/2 X 0051 x 325 =169.06
-199.66
L'1La-....A",8',8,D1t
15.0 x 0088: 15.20
0.88/2 x 0051 x 250 =56.10
"69.S0
15.0 x 2.20 : 33.00
2.20/2 x 0.51 x 325 =182.32
~215.Sa
LSLg-....Att ,8 t ,9,.,"
. 15.0 x 0.16,: 6.90






CALCULATIONS FOB DRAWINGS NO. 2 & 2A
stresses in Diagonals & Posts
Graphio Method
Diagonals




0.51(12.5 f 4.6)0.20 =1.74
7.5 x .59 = 4.42
325 x 0.51 x 59/2 = 48.90
,,55.06
-76-
7.5 x 0.84 • 6.30
12.75{O.14fO.2e"O.42"O.56"O.70"O.84:)~57.48
325 x.0.51 % 0.59/2 • 32.32
f'l6.10
L U ~_-Af,st,e,2JDt
8 9 7.5~x' 0.07 -__ 0.52
0.51(1 .5 ~-1.6a)O.07 : 0.50
I ~. ~. ~l.o!
7.5 X ~ .99 = ., 7.42
12. '5(C).ll,le. 25"0,. 5'1,lO.49,lO. 62"0. 74.j.O.87.j.O. 99) =56.'4





7.5 x~ 0.84 .. :
12.75(O.9~O.19fOo28~O.3?~O.47~
O.56~O.65~O.75fO.84}
7.5 x 0.47 = 3.52




7.5 x 0.45 = 5.37
325 x 0.51% 0.45/2 =37.29
0.51(12.5 ~4.6)O.17 = 1.48·
-42.14
7.5 x .41 - 3.07
325 x 0.51 i 0.41/2 • 33.98
12.75 x 0.15 = 1.91
0.51(12.5 ~ 8.5)0.30 =5.21
_ . -4~
...78-




?5 x 0.38: 2.85







7.5 X 0.38 = 2.85
325 x 0.51 x 0.38/2 = 31.4g
-5!.55
L6U'--- t,lt,5,4,Dt
7.5 x· 0.28 = 2.10






L?U,-~- t,n t ,6,3,D'
7.5 %_0.20 =_ 1.50
12.'5(O.07fo.13) = 2.55
O. 51{12. 5,'5.43) O. 20 I: 1 .• 83
~ ,,5.88
705 X 0.72 • -..'
12. 75( 0.12"0,.24"0.36"0. 46tO. 60"0.72)







8 8 705 x 0.13 = 0.97
12.75 x 0.07 = 0.89
O.51(12.50~3.42)O.13• 1.05
,l~
7.5 705 x 0.80 = 6.00
12.75{O.11~O.23~O.34~O.46~O.57~O.69~O.80)=40.80






CALC1JLATIONS FOR DRAWING NO. 3
stresses in Anchor Arm
Sem1..Graph1e Method
TOE Chor .•
LOU1 ---~ At,b,Bt,Ct,Dt0.90 % 15.0 = 15.50
0.90/2 x 250 x 0.51 =57.37
70.87 x 1031 =~92.84
15 x 0.50 • 7.5
0.50/2 x 0.51 x 525 =41.44
11.04 x 1.31 =f64.11
U1U2---- .t,b,C',Dt0.90 x 15.0.,= 13.50
0.90/2 x 0.51 x 250 • 57.~7
70.87 x 0.83 =-58.82
48.94 x 0.83 =~40.62
(See LOU1)
UaU3----Atd,ct,D'
15.0 x 0.80 = 12.00
0.80/2 x 250 x O.5l ='51.00
63.00 x 1.56 • -98.28
48.94 x 1.56 =174.79
U4U5-~-At,h,Ct,Dt
15.-0 x 0.60 - 9.00
. 0.60/2 x O.5I x 250 = 38.25
47.!5 x 274 =-129.46
48.94 x 2.74 =~134.09
..81-
UU --~-At,n,ct,Dt,
6 7 15.0 x 0.4 = 5.00
0.40/2 X 0.51 x 250 =25.50
31.50 x 3.66 =-115.29
48094 x 3.66 =;179.12
u?u ~---At,p,ct,Dt
8 15.0 x 0.30.: 4.50
0.30/2 x 0.51 x 250 =19.12
23.62 x 4.05 ~ -95.33
48.94 x 4.05 =~198.21
USUg----At,s,Ct,Df
15.0 x 0.20 = 3.00
0.20/2 x 0.51 x 250 =12.75
15.?5 x 4.41 :-69.46
48.94 x 4.41 =215.82
U U ----At,t,C',Dt
9 10 15.0 x 0.10 = 1.50
0.10/2 x 0.51 x 250 =6~47
7.87 x 4.'3 =-37.22
48.94 x 4.'3 =231.486
Bottom Chords
L L ----Atb Ot D'ol' , ,70.87 x._O.83 - f56.82
48.94 x 0.83 =-40.62
-82-
L,·L - ......A' ,lJC' ,Dt
4 5 39.37 x 3.21 =f126.38
48.94 x 3.21 =-157.10
L L ----At,p,C',Dt
6 7 23.62 X 4.03 =~95.19
48.94 x 4.03 • -197.23
L L ~---At,s,Ct,Dt
7 8 15.75 x 4.38 f68 .98
48.94 x 4.38 =-214.36
LeL ----A',u,C'Dt
9 7.87 x 400 : 36.9g
48.94 x 4.70 : -230.02
LgL10----At ,Bt,C t ,Dt
00.00 x_4.99. 000.00




0.51 x 25 • 12.75 panel ooncentration
12.'5(O.lQ~O.20fO.30~O.40fO.50fO.60tO.70~O80)
12.75 x 3.60 - 45.90
7.5 x 0.80 =- 6.00
51.90 x 1.18 =-61024
7.5 x 0.50 = 3.75
325 x 0.51 x O.50/~ • 41.44
O.51(12.50f4.60)O.18 =1.56 .




7.5 x 0.70 =
35.70
5.25
40.05 x 1009 =-43.81
12.75 x 0.18 • 2.29
(8.5~12.5)O.51xO.36= 3.85
7.5 x 0.50 = 5.75
0.50/2 x 0.51 x 325 = 41.44




7.5xO.60 = 4.5031.27 x 0.97 =-30.33
325xOo51xO.50/2 = 41.44
7.5xO.50 - 5.75
12.75(O.18fO. 36 ) = 6.88





705 x 0.50; 3.75




















7.5xO.30 := 2.• 25
8081 x 0.'7 =-6.'8
'.5%1.08 = . 8.10
12075(O.18~O.36fO.54~O.72fO.90fl.08):48.19
325%0.51xO.50/2 • . 41.44
97.73xO.77 = f?5.25
L'1Us
7.5 %0.20 - 1.50
12.'5(O.lOI • 1.2'
0.20(18•.501'5.42)0.51 =1.62




0.10 x 7.5 • O.?5
O.lO(12.50tl.62)O.51 =0.72
1.47 x 0.68 = 0.999
1.44 x 7.5 = 10.80
12.75(O.18~O.36~O.54fO.72~O.90
~m.o8fl.26~1.44) = 82.52
325 x 0.51 x 0.50/2 :. 41.44
134.86 x 0.68 =t91.70
LgU10
1.62 x 7.5 •
12.75(O.18fO.36~O.54~O.72~O.90
fl.08tl.26~1.44~1.62),-





151.s6 x 0.64 : ~lOO.39
L1U1
'.5 x 0.90 = 5.75
12.75(O.lO~O.20tO.30~O.40tO.50~
_O.60~O.70~O.80~O.90)= 57.3'
0.51 x 325 x 0.50/2 =41.44 64.12Xo.93 = f59.63
7.5 xO.50 = Z.75
45.19 x 0.93 =-42.03
6.00
705 x 0.5 = 5.75
325 f 0.51 x 0.50/2 ~ 41.44
(11.50t4.60)O.5lxO.18, = l~5"
44.'6 c a.Btl =40'.21
...86.
L 3U3
7.5 x 0.70 - 5 2512.75(O.lOfO.20~O.30~O.40~O.50
fO.60fO.70) =35.70
40.95 x 0.80 =~32.76
7.5 x 9.5Q = 3.75
325 x.O.51 x 0.50/2 = 41.44
'12.75 x 0.18 .. 2.29
{12.50fS.50)O:51xO.36: 3.86
51.54 x 0.80 :-41.07
L 4U4
705 x 0.60 = 4.50
12.75(O.lOfO.20fO.30~O.40~O.50~O.60}: 26.77 .fBi.a, x 0.76 =t25.76
7.5 x 0.50 = 3.75
0.51 x 325 x 0.50/2 .. 41.'44
12.75(O.18fO.36): - 6.88







~2.S0 x 0.71 =tl5.83
7.5 x 0.50 = 3.V5
0.51 x 325 x 0.50/2 = 41.44
12.75(O.18~9.36~O.54~O.72)=22.95
68.14 :x: 0.71 .-48.38
LeY6
7.5 x o. a = 3.00
12.75(O.lOfO.20~O.30)=7.65
(12.50f7.69)O.40 = 4.12 ..-l~ x 0.6' =,Ig.ag
7.5 x 0.50 = 3.75
325xO.51xO.50/a = 41.44
12.75(O.18~O.36fO.54~O.72~O.92)- 34.42
- '19. 6Ixo. 6'1= -63.34
-87...
L7U7
705 x 0.30 • 2.25
12075(O.lOfO.20) = 3.82
O.51(12.50f5.43)O.30 = 2.74
a.a1 x 0.63. ~5.55'





12.75 x 0.10 • 1.27
O.51(12.5f3.42)O.20 =1.62
7.5 xO.20 = 1.50
4.30 x 0.60 =~2.63
12.75(O.18~O.3'fO.54~O.?2fO.gOfl.oa~1.26)=64.26,
7.5 x 1.26 - 9.45




7.5 x 0.10 • 00.75
O.51(1a.5~1.62)O.lO,=00.72 .
,. r 1.4'1 :x: 0.51 :fO.857
7.5 x 1.44 = 10.80
525 x 0.51 x 0.50/2 - 41 44
12.'15(0.18"0.36"0.54:70.72"0.90
,lm.08,l~.2,6,l1.44 • 82.62
1S4.86 x 0.57 =-76.87
L10U10
7.5 x 1.62 = . 12.15
Z25 x O.5~ x 0.50/2 .. 41<t4412.75(O.le~O.3i~ .54~G.'2~O.90
jC'1.OSt1.26t!1.M,tl.G2): 10"3_.2." "
156.S6 x 0.55 : -86.27
..88-
SUMMATION AND COMPARISON OF STRESSES
STRESSES IN ANCHOR ARM
Top Chords Method
Semi...
Member stress Graphio Graphio Moments
LOU1 .;. 63.62 64011 63.6gg2.14· 92.84 92.26
U1U2 ,t. 40.13 40.62 40.9159.06 58.82 59.26
U2U3 I- 74.38 '14.79 '16.2397.65 98.28 98.07
U3U4 f ~O6.68 107.18 106.92.. 120~49 120.71 120.43
U4U5 f. 133011 1~4.09 133.90
.. 12g.15 129.46 129.2'1
U5U6 f 157.58 158.07 157.83127.57 127.16 126.98
U6U7 I- 180.09 17g.12 179.14116.55 115.2g 115.30
u,Us f. 199.66 198.21 198.5096.86 95.66 95.'2
UaUg I- 215.32 215.82 2.15.5569.30 69.46 69.3'
U9U1O f. 2,35.92 231.49 231.24
.. 37.01 37.22 3'7.21
...89..
STRESSES IN ANCHOR ARM CONTINUED
Bot1iom Chords Method
Sem1-
Member Stress Graphic Graphio Moments
LOLl .;. 58.2' 58.82 59.06
40.13 40.62 40.78
L1L2 f. 97.65 97.65 97.76
74.38 75.86 75.95
L 2L 3 I- 120.49 120.16 120.04106.68 106.69 106.58
L3L 4 .;. 128.36 128 99 128.89
.- 133.11 133.61 133.50
L4L5 f 126.79 126.38 126.6015'.58 157.10 . 157.,34
L5L6 f. 115.76 114.66 114.96
-
180.09 178.14 178.61
L6L7 f. 96.86 95.1CiJ 95.44
199.66 197.23 197.70
LilLa f 69.30 69.98 69.17
-
215.32 214.32 214.95
LSLg ,. 36.22 56.99 37010
228005 230.02. 230.56




S'TRESSES IN Al~CHOR AR~ CO~~INUED
Diagonals Method
Sem1-
Member stress Gra.phic Graphio Moments
L1U2 f 55.06 55.16 54.8060.85 61.24 60.83
L2U3 f 53.24 54.92 53.9143.29 43.81 43.62
L3U4 f 54.66 57.02. 57.37
29.19 30.33 30.52
L4U5 f 59. gO, 60.64 61.37
.. 20.0'7 20.35 20.08






L7US I- 84.35 84.06 84.20
-
3.30 3.20 3.21
LaUg f 91.50 gl.70 g2.821.02 O.9g 1.01
L9U1O f 101.44 100.59 101.9'1
-
00.00 00.00 00.00




Member Stress Graphic Graph10 Moments
L1U1 I- 59.85 59.63 59.3742.4'1 42.03 42.05
LaUa f. 46.83 44.63 44.'1442.14 40.21 40.51
L3U f 34.96 32.76 33.023 42.17 41.07 41.59
L,U4 f. 24.43 23.76 23.6944. gO 44.66 44.70
L5U5 I- 16.81 15.83 15.9251.55 48.38 48.83
L6U6 I- 10.33 9.89 9.97
-
57.01 53.34 53.95
L7U7 I- 5.88 5.55 5.64.. &5.71 61.57 62.65
LaUa f. 2.91 2.63 2.6'172.49 6.9.09 70.21
LgUg f 0.96 0.84 0.8579.57 76.87 '18.4:0
L1OU1O f 0.00 0.00 0.0089.46 26.2'1 87.14
-92-
STRESSES IN C.mT!LEVER ARM
Method
Sem1-
Member Stress Graphio Graphic Moments
U1OU1~ .;. 201.30 201.30 201.45
U11U12 I- 154.08 154006 153.87
U12U13 I- 104.74 104074 104.94
U13U1 5 I- 54.28 54.27 53.87
L10Lll - 244.Sg 244.67 244.68
LllLl2 .. 198655 198.55 198.91
L12L13 .. lolo52 151.51 152.00
L 13L14 - 103095 10 .95 103.62
U1oL1O .. 83007 82.00 82.11
UllL11 77.21 75.52 75.85
Ul2L12 ... 70.'6 70.04 69.61
Ul3L13 - 64.11 63.59 63.,40
Ul~14 - 00.00 000.00 00.00
U1OL11 I- 100.83 99.'17 99.79
U11L12 ~ 9,5.82 91:.10 94.54
Ul~13 . ,. 91.13 89050 89.54
U1zL14 .;. 85.68 84.25 84.81
lJl~4 /. 74.25 74.60- 74.50
-93-
STRESSES IN SUSPENDED SF.AN
Method
Semi-
Member stress Graphio Graphic Moments
LOU1 .. 75.90 '5.50 75.16
U1U2 .'17.22 78.10 78.82
U2U3 - 89.10 90.43 91.22
U3U4 .. 89.10. 90.42 90.63
LOLl 48.18 48.21 49.44
L 1L2 48.18 48.21 49.44
L2LS f 76.56 76.23 76.15
L~4 f 88.44 87.98 8S.38
U2L I- 9.27 9.25 9.262 23.26 23.64 24.19
U3L3 fa 16.04 16.99 16.79
14..16 14.98 15.10
U4L4 .;. 23.29 . 24.95 24.9Z8.43 8.16 8.29
U'l L2 ,I. 43.78 42.92 43.053.62, 3.99 3.92
lJ2L3 f. 28.24 . 18.30 28.34
... 10.10 11.04 10.85
lJ~4 .;. 17.08 17.10 1'.31
19.01 19.3S 19.2'1
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